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Introduction
Are we experiencing an existential crisis?
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Introduction

• Conference Themes:

• Translating and the Computer…

• FIT Conference (2014): “Man vs. Machine”

• European Parliament, DG Trad: “Machine Translation: Driven by Humans, Powered by 
Technology”

• EST Congress 2022 (Panel): Is Machine Translation Translation?



• We are not alone in our debates on 
machines and humans, nor in our 
questioning of authenticity.



Is Digital Art Real Art?



What are the 
parallels?

• Art is seen as a creative process and translators see 
translation as a ‘creative’ process (and MT as 
damaging that)

• Art has fluid boundaries (Chatel, 2018), as does 
‘translation’ (e.g. localization, transcreation, inter-
semiotic translation)



What are the 
parallels?

In addition to art aided by computer 
tools, we have art being created via 
machine learning 

see, e.g.

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-
role-of-ai-in-art-creation-a53dbd562cdb
and

Aiartists.org

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-role-of-ai-in-art-creation-a53dbd562cdb


What are the parallels?

It’s controversial! Merrilees talks about a debate raging 
on TikTok

“Some commentators will say that digital art isn’t art, that 
the availability of digital tools makes it easy, that it’s 
‘cheating’, or say that the app/computer does everthing
for the creators.” (https://medium.com/art-direct/is-
digital-art-real-art-b3046f3ee7da).

https://medium.com/art-direct/is-digital-art-real-art-b3046f3ee7da


Authenticity 
and Art

• Tate: Links topic of Authenticity with 
Walter Benjamin’s essay: “The Work of 
Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction” (1935)



Authenticity and 
Art

• Aura, Reproduction and Aesthetic Value



What has the art 
world concluded?

• They have not resolved this question, but it 
has shifted:

• Merrilees: The question is not so much 
‘what is art’, but ‘what is not art?’ 

• ‘What is art?’ remains ambiguous and 
unanswerable – which leaves room for a lot 
of mischief, humour, and creativity in the art 
world’. 



Can Machines Translate?



(Why) Does 
this question 
matter?

Economic perspective

Professional perspective

Pedagogical perspective

Personal perspective



Can Machines Translate?
In other words: are 
machines seen as 
authentic translators?

Agent

Product

Process



Agent

• Juxtapositions regarding the ‘agents’ of translation:

• ‘Human Translation’ vs. ‘Machine Translation’

• ‘Human Translator’ vs. ‘Post-Editor’

• => Sets the MT ‘agent’ apart from (and less than) the human ‘agent’; the 
posteditor is ‘less than’ the human translator



Agent

• Juxtapositions regarding the ‘agents’ of translation:

• On the other hand: ‘Human Parity’: The machine can produce translation 
outputs to match human outputs

• => Sets the MT agent ‘on a par’ with the human agent



Product

• Are the outputs from human and machine clearly identifiable 
and distinguishable - consistently?

• Can an end user tell the difference?

“demonstrates that machine translation 
can be better than human translations –
even if they were made by experienced 
professional translators. The paper also 
reports the results of a test that showed 
that translation customers must expect 

that even well-known and expensive 
translation service providers deliver a 
quality that is on par with poor MT. ”



Process
• Automatic translation, manually edited by the human

• Semi-automatic translation, that then feeds automation

• Human is increasingly ‘in the loop’

• Human translator in the loop vs. human (other)

• Vast quantities of MT output are used and processed by humans who are not 
translators (cf. Mary Nurminen’s recent research on this)

© humansintheloop.org



To summarise this

• Agent – Machine vs Human in competition

• Product – Cannot be consistently distinguished

• Process – Human translator is ‘in the loop’, working with the 
translating machine, making it better, but this is not terribly 
reassuring…



(Why) Does 
this question 
matter?

Economic perspective

Professional perspective

Pedagogical perspective

Personal perspective



Yes – Economic Perspectives
• Free, Fully Automatic Useful Translation has created a spectre

• Compensation for interacting with MT: hotly contested

• MT – because it is seen as authentic translation – is driving down prices in commercial settings

• Resulting in loose debates about ‘freeing translators’ to do ‘something more creative’

• On the positive side: we see demand in growth for translation…



Yes – Economic Perspectives
Typically, different rates paid for MT and TM segments, but

• MT and TM are ‘merging’ as technologies;

• New forms of engagement are emerging, e.g. interactive MT

• Thus: We need to engage with this ‘merging’ and evolution to ensure economic viability



Yes –
Professional 
Perspectives

• Age-old question of ‘status’ of the 
profession

• If MT is accepted as ‘authentic 
translation’, does this threaten the 
profession?

• And who is accepted as an ‘authentic’ 
translator?

• In fact, is the term ‘translator’ becoming 
too limiting?



Yes – Pedagogical Perspectives
• The debate on ‘cheating’ presupposes that machines can translate and to use them in the 

classroom, for assignments or exams is shameful.

• Yet, to ban its use is blinkered.

• Our position on this and related questions will influence the generation of ‘translators’ to 
come, and our educational programmes



Yes – Personal Perspectives
• Agency and fulfillment

• “The question is whether the computer system remains a tool of humans, or humans 
become tools of the computer system.” Stuart Russell



If machines can translate: What options 
do we have?
• Resist

• Cooperate

• Reinvent



Let’s reorient the question

• If we accept that machines can translate and that the ultimate 
goal is to support growing multilingual communication…

• How do we live with translating machines?

• How do we work towards this goal while also ensuring 
professional viability? 

• How do we ensure deployment of human compatible MT?



Human compatible 
MT?

• ‘Technology should focus on the complementarity 
game, not the imitation game’

• “The Turing Test is Bad for Business”, Acemoglu, Jordan 
& Weyl (2021)

• https://www.wired.com/story/artificial-intelligence-
turing-test-economics-business/



Human compatible MT? Desiderata

• Technology Developers

• Translators

• Research funders

• Commercial entities



Human compatible MT?

• Technology Developers

• For research on MT systems: Elaborate MT evaluation beyond ill-defined genres such as ‘news’, ‘TedTalks’ 
etc. to more varied and better defined content types

• Reconcile differences in perceptions of and how to measure ‘quality’
• Factor in end users of translation in evaluations - what really matters to them
• Confidence scoring (HITL) – this challenge needs to be cracked asap 
• Stop talking about human parity
• Work on solutions to under resourced languages
• Language preservation, boosting and supporting minority languages
• Work on solutions to environmental costs of language model training
• Deal with bias in our data and its reproduction
• Be very mindful of how claims are made about MT abilities and its impact on the profession and don’t 

allow media to misrepresent or exaggerate SOTA



Human compatible MT?

• Translators:
• Be open-minded and flexible

• Factor in end users of translation - what really matters to them?

• Check your own bias; human/machine translation can be poor/good

• When a machine seems biased, it is reproducing human data

• Accept that ‘creativity’ is no longer the preserve of the human

• Accept that ‘intelligence’ is not isolated to humans

• Work with developers/clients to ensure that the technology is serving you, 
i.e. is future human compatible



Human compatible MT?

• Research funders:

• Fund true interdisciplinary, collaborative research and innovation projects that 
take an ‘engaged research’ approach, including all stakeholders.

• ‘Engaged research is advanced with community partners rather than for them. 
‘Community’ refers to a range of public research stakeholders, including public 
or professional service and product users, policy makers, civil and civic society 
organisations (CSOs) and actors 

• (Engaged Research: Society and Higher Education Working Together to Address Societal Challenges, 
Campus Engage, 2017)



Human compatible MT?

• Commercial entities

• Be sensitive about how you implement MT; You don’t want your 
talented language experts/service providers to walk away!

• Value your language translation activities in a fair way



Can Machines Translate?



Thank you for your 
attention!


